Barbara Ann
M&T: Beach Boys / Fred Fassert
Arr: Mario Thürig / Mai 05
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Ann take my hand, Bar bar

Ba Ba Ba Ba Bar bar Ann,

Ba Ba Ba Ba Bar bar Ann,

Ba Ba Ba Ba Bar bar Ann,

Ba Ba Ba Ba Bar bar Ann,
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Ann you got me rock in' and a roll ing, rock

Ba Ba Ba Ba Bar bar Ann, you got me rock in' and a roll ing, rock

Ba Ba Ba Ba Bar bar Ann, you got me rock in' and a roll ing, rock
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in' and a see lin' Bar bar Ann.

in' and a see lin' Bar bar Ann, Ba Ba Ba Bar bar Ann.

in' and a see lin' Bar bar Ann, Ba Ba Ba Bar bar Ann.
1. Went to a dance, saw Barbara Ann, so I
2. Tried Peggy Sue, tried Mary Lou but I

thought I'd take a chance. Oh Barbara Ann, take my
knew it wouldn't do. Oh Barbara Ann. Ba Ba Ba Bar-bar Ann,
thought I'd take a chance. Oh Barbara Ann, Ba Ba Ba Bar-bar Ann,
thought I'd take a chance. Oh Barbara Ann, Ba Ba Ba Bar-bar Ann,
thought I'd take a chance. Oh Barbara Ann, Ba Ba Ba Bar-bar Ann,
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hand, you got me rockin' and a-rollin', rock-
Ba Ba Ba Ba Bar-bar Ann, you got me rockin' and a-rollin', rock-
Ba Ba Ba Ba Bar-bar Ann, you got me rockin' and a-rollin', rock-
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- in' and a' reelin' Bar-bar Ann.
- in' and a' reelin' Bar-bar Ann, Ba Ba Ba Bar-bar Ann.
- in' and a' reelin' Bar-bar Ann, Ba Ba Ba Bar-bar Ann.